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BBC LEARNING ENGLISH 

English Together 

Creativity 
This is not a word-for-word transcript 

 

પે્રઝન્ટર 
હલે્લો એન્ડ વેલકમ. English Togetherમાાં આપન ાં સ્વાગત છે...હ ાં છાં રીષી...અને આજે મારી સાથે છે... 
 

Phil 

Hi, I’m Phil. 

 

Tom 

And I’m Tom, hello…… 

 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

આજ અમે ચચાા કરીશ ાં creative એટલે સર્જનાત્મકતા વવશ ેઅને વધ  સર્જનાત્મક કઈ રીતે બની શકાય. તો 
વમત્રો, ચચાાની શરૂઆત પ્રશ્નથી કરીએ. ય .કે. સરકાર મ જબ દેશમાાં કેટલી સર્જનાત્મક નોકરીઓની સાંખ્યા 
શ ાં છે? 

 

અ) 1 વમલલયન 

બ) 3 વમલલયન 

ક) 6 વમલલયન 

 

ટોમ, ફિલ તમે આ આંકડાઓને કઈ રીતે જ ઓ છો? 

 

Phil 

There aren't that many people like artists around, so I doubt it can more than about a million? 

Tom 

Hmm… but it's not just jobs in art that are creative, there are creative jobs in lots of different industries, so I 

think it's going to be higher and I'm going to go for 6 million. 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

Ok, keep listening, I’ll give you the answer later.  વમત્રો, તમે જવાબ વવચારો ત્યાાં સ ધી એક સમાચાર 
સાાંભળો, જે BBC Radio 4 દ્વારા ‘Bringing up Britain’ કાયાક્રમ માટે તૈયાર કરવામાાં આવ્યો છે. સમાચારમાાં 
creative expert એટલે સર્જનાત્મક તજજ્ઞ Nick Skillicorn, સર્જનાત્મકતા વવશે જણાવી રહ્ાાં છે. 
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News Insert 

Now, on a weekly basis you should also be trying to make sure you get new experiences and new knowledge 

every week. Because there's research which suggests that new experiences and changes to your routine can 

have a very quick impact on your ability to be creative at a moment's notice.  

I mean, are you talking about going to a different sandwich bar? 

At a minimum level, anything that gets you out of your routine. So make sure you press a different button on 

the Tome vending machine every day going through to seeing a new type of exhibit in a museum in a new 

subject that you are not familar with at all, to going and seeing ballet or eating Ethiopian food for the first 

time. Anything that really gives you more seeds of information from which creative ideas can grow. 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

So, what should people do to become more creative? 

Tom 

It sounds good to me, getting away from the daily grind of your usual routine must be a good way to have 

new ideas. 

 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

Daily grind એટલે દૈવનક વનત્યક્રમ. Yes it's easy to get stuck in the daily grind of doing the Tome thing every 

day! 

 

Phil 

Look, it's good to have a break from the daily grind now and then – but is it really something we need to be 

doing every week? Isn't that what holidays are for? 

 

Tom 

But that's not what this is about Phil – this is about clearing some time to do something new and offbeat, to 

make you more creative – which will make you better at the job you do and more successful in your career! 

 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

Offbeat નો ગ જરાતીમાાં અથા થાય છે ચાલ  ઘરેડ કે રૂફિથી જ દ ાં. બીજો અથા થાય છે અસામાન્ય. Doing 

something offbeat every week, would let you change your routine as Nick Skillicorn suggested. 

 

Phil 

To me, the only thing that's offbeat is the suggestion that going to a different sandwich bar, or whatever will 

help your career!  

 

Tom 

Ok, so what do you think people should do? 
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Phil 

Study, practise, do whatever they need to do to gain proficiency in the job they do! 

 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

Proficiency એટલે કાબેલલયત. So you don't think creativity is necessary for someone to become proficient 

at the job they do? 

 

Phil 

Ok, if you are an artist, or a musician – then maybe – but most of us aren't. It's not like we need to be really 

creative. 

 

Tom 

Ah, but are you sure that's true? Lots of jobs need some kind of creativity. An engineer or a manager needs to 

think about new solutions for problems – that's creativity. I think that most people could benefit from 

fostering their creativity. 

 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

Foster એટલે સાંવધાન કરવ ાં. બીજો અથા થાય છે ઉછેરવ ાં. To get an idea of how important it is to foster 

creativity, let's find out the answer to the question I asked earlier. How many creative jobs are their in Britain, 

according to the UK government. The answer is…. B) 3 million. 

 

Tom 

Hmm, neither of us got that right, did we Phil? But that's a lot of jobs that need creativity! You should really 

try to foster yours. 

 

Phil 

So you're saying part of being proficient is being creative? I could do with a break from the daily grind, I 

suppose. 

 

Tom 

Maybe you could try something really really offbeat? 

 

પે્રઝન્ટર 

એકદમ બરાબર. વમત્રો, હવ ેસમય થયો છે રજા લેવાનો. જતા પહલેાાં આજે જે કાંઈ પણ શીખ્યા એન ાં 

પ નરાવતાન કરી લઈએ. Daily grind એટલે દૈવનક વનત્યક્રમ અને offbeat નો ગ જરાતીમાાં અથા થાય છે 

ચાલ  ઘરેડ કે રૂફિથી જ દ ાં. બીજો અથા થાય છે અસામાન્ય. Proficiency એટલે કાબેલલયત અને foster 
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એટલે સાંવધાન કરવ ાં. બીજો અથા થાય છે ઉછેરવ ાં. Thanks for joining us and see you next week for more 

English Together. Bye! 


